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CASE REPORT

A healthy 35-year-old man presented to the Emergency Department
with left elbow pain and swelling
after a ground-level fall onto his
outstretched left hand while jogging.
Physical examination revealed diffuse swelling and tenderness of the
left elbow, most prominently over
the distal humerus. Range of motion
was markedly limited by pain. The
patient’s left upper extremity was
neurovascularly intact.
X-rays of the patient’s left elbow
(Figures 1 and 2) revealed a displaced
capitellar fracture. In Figure 2, the
black arrow indicates disruption of the
radiocapitellar joint, which is the articulation between the distal humerus
and the radial head. The white arrow
indicates a raised anterior fat pad and
the resulting sail sign.
The patient underwent surgical pinning and had regained good function
of the joint at four-month follow-up.

DISCUSSION

Capitellar fractures account for less
than 1% of elbow fractures1 and are
most often caused by a fall onto an
outstretched hand. Associated elbow
injuries include radial head fractures,
posterior elbow dislocations, and
medial and lateral collateral ligament
injuries.1 Thorough evaluation of the
wrist and shoulder for accompanying
injuries is necessary. Neurovascular
injury is uncommon in isolated fractures of the capitellum.
Diagnosis of capitellar fracture can
be made most readily by examining
lateral elbow images for alignment
of the radiocapitellar line, which
is drawn along the radial neck and

should bisect the capitellum in all
views, and the anterior humeral
line, which is drawn along the anterior edge of the humerus and should
transect the middle third of the
capitellum.2 An oblique or radial
head-capitellum view may assist in detecting a subtle fracture line. Elevated
fat pads, such as a convex anterior fat
pad producing a sail sign or any elevation of the posterior fat pad, suggest
an underlying fracture. A computed
tomography scan may be indicated
in the appropriate clinical setting.2,3
Displaced capitellar fractures frequently require prompt operative
intervention in the form of open
reduction and internal fixation to
preserve the function of the joint.
Fragment excision is often performed
in comminuted fractures or for bone
fragments that are too small for
fixation. Isolated nondisplaced fractures, or those that have undergone
successful closed reduction, may be
managed nonoperatively with immobilization.1,4 v

Figure 1. Anteroposterior view x-ray of the left elbow.
No definitive fracture line is seen.
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Figure 2. Lateral view x-ray of the left elbow. The black
arrow indicates a displaced capitellar fracture with
disruption of the radiocapitellar joint. The white arrow
indicates a raised anterior fat pad and resulting sail sign.
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